ESSENTIAL COLLECTION (LC-250)

FEATURES

- Up to a 375 lb. weight capacity
- 3 position recliners
- Easy-to-use hand control
- Large dual pockets for ample storage

LC-105 is also available under the Essential Collection

OPTIONAL FABRICS*

ULTRAFABRICS® ULTRALEATHER®

BUFF  FUDGE  GARNET  PECAN  CHARCOAL

CRYPTON® SUPER FABRIC

ESPRESSO  COOL GREY  RED  SAND

Lexis Sta-Kleen® PERFORMANCE FABRIC

CHESTNUT  MUSHROOM  BLACK  BURGUNDY

*Optional fabrics are available on the Oasis, Infinity and Heritage Collection, except the 358XXL.

(US) 800-800-8586 | (CA) 888-570-1113
pridemobility.com

STANDARD FABRIC: CLOUD 9

BLACK CHERRY  PACIFIC  STONE  WALNUT
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OASIS COLLECTION

**Features**
- Up to a 600 lb. weight capacity
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large, Petite Wide, XL and XXL
- Remote with USB charger
- 2 and 3-position recliners
- Standard footrest extension (except on S, XL & XXL)

**Standard Fabric:**
- Saratoga
- Cashmere
- Charcoal
- Eggplant
- Godiva
- Navy

INFINITY COLLECTION

**Features**
- Up to a 375 lb. weight capacity
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Pocketed coiled seating
- True-infinite positioning
- Remote with USB charger

**Standard Fabric:**
- Durasoft
- Timber
- Deep Sky
- Ember
- Stone

HERITAGE COLLECTION

**Features**
- Up to a 375 lb. weight capacity
- Available sizes: Medium, Large
- Contoured memory foam seating
- USB remote with memory button hand control
- True-infinite positioning

**Standard Fabric:**
- Cloud 9
- Black Cherry
- Pacific
- Stone
- Walnut

---

We need to remove the Durasoft Oat from the trifold for the Infinity LC525i and replace with Cloud 9 Stone instead -- once final post webpdf for Ed and Tag Kellee. Then upload new proof to PDQ for Kiosk. Request digi-proof. Tag Kellee.